On demand we can supply you with the containers with the equipment for removal of chemical and oil accidents, fire containers designed for transport of the technical devices intended for rescuing persons from collapsed buildings, falls, landfalls, serious car accidents, removal of windstorm disasters and further extremely demanding rescue actions. We are also able to equip the rescue vehicles with required accessories in accordance to your requirements.
Containers

**Container for oil accidents**
It is a special container for removal of the oil accidents. It is equipped with pumps, oil skimmer, sorbents and spill containment booms.

**Chemical container**
Container is equipped for the accidents with the presence of the hazardous substances. It has necessary equipment for removal of the spilled substances at site, for prevention from further leaks and spills and removal of the consequences of the accidents. Container includes sorbents, sealing means and canalization barriers, pumps and industrial vacuum cleaner, lighting, appropriate tools and also decontamination site consisting of the decontamination shower, decontamination basin and necessary equipment, pressure cylinders and personal protective equipment including breath apparatuses.

**Emergency survival container**
Emergency survival container set includes also inflatable tent that is used as a shelter and protection for 25 persons against unfavourable climate. The set meets the requirements for the emergency actions and it is designed for branches of the IRS in action. The container is divided into three parts: hygienic part with ecological toilet, kitchen with basic equipment and storage that contains generating set, inflatable tent with accessories, folding tables, chairs and beds. The inflatable tent is equipped with the insulation liner and wall dividing rest room and surrounding, inner lighting and heating.
Containers

Salvage container
Container equipped with the salvage tools (motor-saw, hydraulic tools, hand demolition hammer and drill hammer, hydraulic jack, non-sparking tools), generating set with lighting, sealing means, sanitary equipment (stretchers, firefighting means), and personal protective means that are deposited in mobile trolleys that enable easy access and orientation.
Command container
Command container is designed for on-site requirements of headquarters. Container is divided into three parts: storage with electro-generator, air-condition unit, hygienic room with ecological toilet and boardroom. Board room contains kitchen, radio-operator site equipped with notebook, digital cameras and communication and data transfer device. Conference table for 10 people has audio-visual facilities with connection into containers computer network.